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NOTE: Paladin Risk Solutions is utilizing a secure cloud application to provide multiple layers of protection on the 
web and prevent exposure of open source intelligence gathering and dark web investigations. This software 
enables research teams to maximize security, accelerate intelligence gathering and analysis, streamline network 
operations, and ensure full control and auditability of all research activity.  

 

DISCLAIMER: This report is confidential and is intended to be used solely by the client for whom this report was 
prepared and to whom it is addressed for information purposes only and for no other purpose, except as may be 
expressly stated herein. This report may not be copied, reproduced, disseminated, distributed or otherwise made 
available to any third party, in whole or in part, without the express written consent of Paladin Risk Solutions Inc. 
which consent may be withheld for any reason. In preparing this report, Paladin Risk Solutions Inc. has used its 
professional care and diligence and has endeavored to include in this report and to base its analysis upon 
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1. CURRENT SITUATION 
 

In the last weeks report, we wrote about the escalation of the Israel – 
Palestine conflict. To date, at least 243 people, including more than 
100 women and children, were killed in Gaza, according to its health 
ministry. Israel has said it killed at least 225 militants during the 
fighting. Hamas has not given casualty figures for fighters. The Israeli 
military says more than 4,300 rockets were fired towards its territory 
by militants and that it struck more than 1,000 militant targets in 
Gaza.  
 
The news of a ceasefire came after the Israeli Political Security Cabinet 
said on Thursday night it had "unanimously accepted the 
recommendation" for a ceasefire. Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin 
Netanyahu warned against any further attacks, saying: "If Hamas 
thinks we will tolerate a drizzle of rockets, it is wrong." He vowed to 
respond with "a new level of force" against any aggression anywhere 
in Israel.  
 
Netanyahu faced criticism from some in Israel who said he had halted the conflict too soon. The mayors of Sderot 
and Ashkelon - two of the Israeli towns hardest hit by rockets from Gaza - were among those to voice their 
disappointment, saying Hamas should have been eliminated. A Hamas official told the Associated Press news 
agency the ceasefire announced by Israel amounted to a "victory" for the Palestinian people. The ceasefire began 
early on Friday, ending 11 days of fighting. 
 
On Monday prior to the decision of the Israeli Political Security Cabinet, Israel has thanked the US for blocking a 
United Nation’s Security Council statement calling for an immediate ceasefire in Gaza and stressing the need to 
protect children and other civilians. A statement drafted by Norway, China and Tunisia expressed grave concern 
regarding the crisis related to Gaza and the loss of civilian lives and casualties, and called for de-escalation of the 
situation, cessation of violence and respect for international humanitarian law, including the protection of 
civilians, especially children. It emphasized that civilian and humanitarian facilities, including those of the UN, must 
be respected and protected, called on all parties to act consistently with this principle and stressed the need for 
immediate provision of humanitarian assistance to the Palestinian civilian population in Gaza. The statement 
welcomed all efforts to de-escalate and to reach a ceasefire agreement, including from regional states and the 
Middle East Quartet, and urged all actors to support these efforts. 
 
President Joe Biden said the ceasefire had brought a "genuine opportunity" for progress, and commended 
Netanyahu in a phone call after the agreement was announced. U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken plans to 
visit the region in the coming days "to discuss recovery efforts and working together to build better futures for 
Israelis and Palestinians," the State Department said.  

Figure 1 Associated Press building collapsing 
after an Israel airstrike 
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Biden is facing criticism at home for the approved $735 million weapons sale to Israel. Democratic U.S. lawmakers 
on Wednesday introduced a resolution seeking to block a $735 million sale of precision-guided weapons to Israel. 
Representatives Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Mark Pocan and Rashida Tlaib were lead sponsors of the measure, 
which has at least six other co-sponsors including some of the most left-leaning Democrats in the House. "At a 
time when so many, including President Biden, support a ceasefire, we should not be sending 'direct attack' 
weaponry to Prime Minister Netanyahu to prolong this violence," Ocasio-Cortez said in a statement. 

2. GLOBAL 
2.1 COVID UPDATE 
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2.2 COVID-19 World News 

• 'Vaccines are satanic': Bolivia battles fake news in inoculation drive 
• 123,000 death certificates issued in last 71 days in Indian state of Gujarat. Government registered only 4218 

Covid deaths 
• Brazil's former health minister shields Bolsonaro in COVID-19 inquiry 

Former Health Minister Eduardo Pazuello denied on Wednesday that Brazil's far-right President Jair Bolsonaro 
had overturned his efforts to buy the COVID-19 vaccine made by China's Sinovac Biotech. Last year, Bolsonaro 
disparaged the shot due to its "origins" and publicly clashed with Sao Paulo Governor Joao Doria, a political 
rival responsible for the partnership making finished doses of the Chinese vaccine at the Butantan medical 
center. Ideologically motivated attacks on China by Bolsonaro and members of his inner circle have soured 
diplomatic relations despite the Asian nation's role as top trade partner. Production of both the Sinovac 
vaccine and the AstraZeneca shot, finished in Brazil with Chinese ingredients, has sputtered in recent months 
due to delayed shipments from China. 

• UK daily COVID cases highest in a month, variant rising sharply 
• Supply bottleneck, financial challenges fuel delays in Africa’s COVID-19 vaccine rollout 
• Brazil Covid cases rise by 75,445 in last 24 hours; death toll up by 2,513 
• Kenya seeks alternatives to AZ COVID vaccine after delays 
• Singapore 'Davos' canceled amid Asia's COVID resurgence 

The World Economic Forum has canceled the special annual meeting set for Singapore in August, scrapping 
the planned in-person gathering due to the prolonged COVID-19 pandemic, the group said Monday. The event, 
which was scheduled for Aug. 17 to 20 in the city-state, would have been the first WEF annual meeting in Asia. 
The cancellation comes as many Asian economies face a resurgence of the virus, including the fast-spreading 
Indian variants. The local coronavirus situation in Singapore also has worsened in recent days, leading to a 
monthlong period of heightened restrictions that began Sunday. 

2.3 Global Awareness 

• First ships dock at Kenya's Lamu deep water port 
The first ships docked at Kenya's deep water Lamu Port on Thursday as the country looks to open a new 
transport corridor linking its vast northern region and neighbouring nations to the sea. The Lamu Port, which 
is being built by China Communications Construction Company will cost $3 billion to complete over several 
years. It will compete with ports in Djibouti and Sudan and Kenya's main port of Mombasa. A commissioning 
ceremony for the first berth was held by Kenya's President Uhuru Kenyatta on Thursday. Two more berths will 
be completed by the end of this year, completing the first phase. Kenya is also building several roads from 
Lamu towards its borders with Ethiopia and South Sudan. It also plans to eventually build a railway network 
and a crude oil pipeline to Lamu. 

• Morocco blames Spain for spat, says weather caused migrant crisis 
• Pro-Palestine Italian port workers refuse to load arms shipment destined for Israel 
• We will pursue you for life, CCP warns wanted activists abroad 

https://www.reuters.com/world/americas/vaccines-are-satanic-bolivia-battles-fake-news-inoculation-drive-2021-05-20/
https://www.newslaundry.com/2021/05/14/123-lakh-death-certificates-issued-in-71-days-gujarat-daily-has-an-eye-opening-front-page-story/
https://www.newslaundry.com/2021/05/14/123-lakh-death-certificates-issued-in-71-days-gujarat-daily-has-an-eye-opening-front-page-story/
https://www.reuters.com/world/americas/brazils-former-health-minister-shields-bolsonaro-covid-19-inquiry-2021-05-19/
https://www.reuters.com/world/uk/uk-records-2874-covid-19-cases-highest-daily-total-month-2021-05-20/
https://www.netnewsledger.com/2021/05/20/supply-bottleneck-financial-challenges-fuel-delays-in-africas-covid-19-vaccine-rollout/
https://www.business-standard.com/article/current-affairs/brazil-covid-cases-rise-by-75-445-in-last-24-hours-death-toll-up-by-2-513-121051900105_1.html
https://www.reuters.com/world/africa/kenya-seeks-alternatives-az-covid-vaccine-after-delays-2021-05-20/
https://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/WEF-in-Singapore/Singapore-Davos-canceled-amid-Asia-s-COVID-resurgence
https://www.reuters.com/world/africa/first-ships-dock-kenyas-lamu-deep-water-port-2021-05-20/
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/morocco-blames-spain-spat-says-weather-caused-migrant-crisis-2021-05-20/
https://english.alaraby.co.uk/news/pro-palestine-italian-port-workers-refuse-arms-shipment-israel
https://hk.appledaily.com/news/20210519/5LXXQW4VMBCAJF7AV4LI2MYAHM/
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• South African government calls for Israel to be investigated by the International Criminal Court for crimes 
against humanity 

• Teenage suicide sparks deadly uprising in southwest Colombia 
The suicide of a 17-year-old girl who accused police of sexual abuse sparked an uprising in southwest Colombia 
that left at least one person dead, 35 injured and the local police jail destroyed. On her Instagram account, 
the girl had decried how she had been sexually harassed after being detained by members of the loathed riot 
police unit ESMAD on Wednesday. The commander of the police in southwest Colombia, General Ricardo 
Alarcon, told media that the dead girl’s claims were “fake news” despite evidence indicating the opposite. The 
girl’s last word on social media, the hashtag “#UribeParacoHPTA,” went trending in Colombia. The hashtag 
referred to the alleged ties between former President Alvaro Uribe and far-right death squads that are 
currently being investigated. 

• The Suez Canal will be widened by 131 feet to avoid a repeat of the Ever Given chaos, authorities say 
• Thousands of Peruvian indigenous people living near major mining projects face a health crisis after testing 

positive for high levels of metals and toxic substances 
• Twenty firms produce 55% of world’s plastic waste, report reveals 
• Long working hours are a killer, WHO study shows “Drawing on data from 194 countries - said that working 

55 hours or more a week is associated with a 35% higher risk of stroke 
Working long hours is killing hundreds of thousands of people a year in a worsening trend that may accelerate 
further due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the World Health Organization said on Monday. In the first global 
study of the loss of life associated with longer working hours, the paper in the journal Environment 
International showed that 745,000 people died from stroke and heart disease associated with long working 
hours in 2016, increase of nearly 30% from 2000. The study covered the period 2000-2016, and so did not 
include the COVID-19 pandemic, but WHO officials said the surge in remote working and the global economic 
slowdown resulting from the coronavirus emergency may have increased the risks. "The pandemic is 
accelerating developments that could feed the trend towards increased working time," the WHO said, 
estimating that at least 9% of people work long hours. 

2.4 Political Extremism, Civil Unrest and Activism 

• Israel and Hamas agree Gaza truce, to be monitored by Egypt 
• Palestinian Head of internal medicine of main hospital, Dr Ayman Abu al-Ouf, killed along with 12 members 

of his extended family 
• At Miss Universe pageant, Myanmar’s contestant urges the world to speak out against the military junta, 

pleads "our people are dying" 
"Our people are dying and being shot by the military every day," she said in a video message for the 
competition. More than 800 people have been killed by Myanmar’s security forces since a wave of protests 
broke out across the country after the military seized power in a coup in February, an activist group said. 
Myanmar has been in turmoil since the army ousted Nobel Peace laureate Aung San Suu Kyi’s elected 
government and detained her and officials of her National League for Democracy party. 

https://www.reddit.com/r/worldnews/comments/ndik83/south_african_government_calls_for_israel_to_be/
https://www.reddit.com/r/worldnews/comments/ndik83/south_african_government_calls_for_israel_to_be/
https://colombiareports.com/teenage-suicide-sparks-deadly-uprising-in-southwest-colombia/
https://www.businessinsider.com/suez-canal-will-be-widened-avoid-repeat-ever-given-blockage-2021-5?utm_source=reddit.com
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20210518-thousands-of-peru-s-indigenous-people-exposed-to-toxic-substances-report
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20210518-thousands-of-peru-s-indigenous-people-exposed-to-toxic-substances-report
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/may/18/twenty-firms-produce-55-of-worlds-plastic-waste-report-reveals
https://www.reddit.com/r/worldnews/comments/ne3cu9/long_working_hours_are_a_killer_who_study_shows/
https://www.reddit.com/r/worldnews/comments/ne3cu9/long_working_hours_are_a_killer_who_study_shows/
https://www.reddit.com/r/worldnews/comments/ne3cu9/long_working_hours_are_a_killer_who_study_shows/
https://www.reuters.com/world/middle-east/hamas-official-predicts-ceasefire-soon-israel-gaza-fight-goes-2021-05-19/
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-57148580
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-57148580
https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/miss-universe-pageant-myanmars-contestant-pleads-our-people-are-dying-2021-05-17/?utm_source=reddit.com
https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/miss-universe-pageant-myanmars-contestant-pleads-our-people-are-dying-2021-05-17/?utm_source=reddit.com
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3. CANADA 
3.1  COVID UPDATE 
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Source: https://www.covid-19canada.com 

3.2  COVID-19 Canada News 

• Ontario prepares to reopen after punishing third COVID-19 wave 
• Canadians who cross border for vaccine must quarantine on return, Ottawa says 

Canadians looking to drive across the border to the United States for the sole purpose of getting a COVID-19 
vaccine are not exempt from mandatory quarantine upon their return. In a statement late Wednesday, the 
Public Health Agency of Canada said quarantine exemptions now in place are not intended for those travelling 
abroad to get vaccinated against the coronavirus disease. The statement attempts to clarify reports earlier 
this week that the vaccine may be considered an essential medical service and that Canadians crossing the 
border could be exempt from the 14-day quarantine when they return 

• Calgary pastor arrested after breaking pandemic gathering rules for months 
• RCMP to increase travel road checks on four B.C. highways this long weekend 
• B.C. women are getting vaccinated at higher rates than men 
• Plan to restart B.C.’s economy as COVID restrictions ease comes Tuesday: minister 
• Golf, tennis, other outdoor sports to open across Ontario as part of 3-step reopening plan 
• Provincial health officer says B.C. youth do not need parent's consent to get vaccine shot 
• With Moderna shipments uncertain, Ottawa lowers expectations on vaccine deliveries 

With uncertainty about vaccine maker Moderna’s upcoming shipments, the government is revising 
projections on how many doses will be in Canada before the end of June. 

https://www.covid-19canada.com/
https://www.reuters.com/world/americas/ontario-prepares-allow-outdoor-gatherings-up-10-people-2021-05-20/
https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/vaccine-border-u-s-quarantine-1.6033711
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/tim-stephens-fairview-baptist-church-arrest-1.6029078
https://vancouversun.com/news/local-news/mounties-to-increase-covid-19-travel-road-checks-on-four-b-c-highways-this-long-weekend
https://vancouversun.com/news/covid-19-gender-gap-b-c-women-are-getting-vaccinated-at-higher-rates-than-men
https://www.thestar.com/politics/2021/05/20/plan-to-restart-bcs-economy-as-covid-restrictions-ease-comes-tuesday-minister.html
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/ontario-reopening-plan-covid-19-third-wave-1.6033762
https://nationalpost.com/health/local-health/covid-19-b-c-youth-welcome-at-vaccination-clinics-without-parental-consent/wcm/e4b675d2-c655-48a2-aa23-3a4bdba12146
https://nationalpost.com/news/canada/with-moderna-shipments-uncertain-ottawa-lowers-expectations-on-vaccine-deliveries
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The government now expects as few as 40 million doses of vaccines could be in Canada before the end of 
June, down from the 48 million it was expecting. The Liberals have widely used the 48 million figure to 
promote their vaccination effort. Pfizer has committed to deliver two million doses every week in May and 
2.4 million doses every week in June and has been consistent in its deliveries so far. The government also 
expects another million AstraZeneca doses in June. 

3.3 Canada Awareness 

• Canada's new immigration path for Hong Kongers attract strong interest 
• Infectious-disease scientists at Canada’s high-security lab collaborated with China 

Seven scientists in the special pathogens unit at the National Microbiology Laboratory (NML) in Winnipeg and 
Chinese military researchers have conducted experiments and co-authored six studies on infectious diseases 
such as Ebola, Lassa fever and Rift Valley fever. The publication dates of the studies range from early 2016 to 
early 2020. One of the Chinese researchers, Feihu Yan, from the People’s Liberation Army’s (PLA) Academy of 
Military Medical Sciences, worked for a period at the Winnipeg lab, a Level 4 facility equipped to handle some 
of the world’s deadliest diseases. Andy Ellis, former CSIS assistant director of operations, said it is “madness” 
for the Public Health Agency of Canada to be co-operating with the PLA, which in recent years has ramped 
up its recruitment of scientists and invested heavily in medical research as part of its strategy to modernize 
its military. 

• ‘We don’t have time’: scientists urge B.C. to immediately defer logging in key old-growth forests amid arrests 
• Man who fired at RCMP officers on rural property should get 10 years, Crown argues 
• Justice minister defends finding that Bill C-10 doesn’t pose free speech concern 
• Charges dropped in mansion gaming bust, defence alleges cops planted evidence, stole watches 

Months after police unveiled a massive bust at an alleged illegal casino at a sprawling mansion north of 
Toronto, charges have been withdrawn against a central figure in the case — with his lawyers now alleging 
that police planted evidence and stole watches worth hundreds of thousands of dollars from his bedroom. 
According to police, the Crown withdrew all charges against Wei earlier this month, and he has entered into 
a common law peace bond — an order to keep the peace and be of good behaviour with certain conditions 
— for a two-year period. 
 

3.4  Canada – Political Extremism, Civil Unrest and Activism  

During the week of 13-20 May 2021, the majority of activity in 
Canada noted by Welund focused on the government sector 
(73%), followed by oil and gas (6%). Protests made up the 
majority of activity (54%), followed by critical commentary 
(13%).  

Anti-lockdown campaigns and Palestine-Israel protests were the primary focus for activist groups over the past 
week. As a result, there was a noticeable increase in in-person protesting, which has been constrained in the 
preceding weeks by rising covid-19 cases and public health restrictions. Anti-Trans Mountain pipeline expansion 

https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/canadas-new-immigration-path-hong-kongers-attract-strong-interest-2021-05-20/
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/politics/article-infectious-disease-scientists-at-canadas-high-security-virus-lab/
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/politics/article-infectious-disease-scientists-at-canadas-high-security-virus-lab/
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/politics/article-infectious-disease-scientists-at-canadas-high-security-virus-lab/
https://calgaryherald.com/news/local-news/man-who-fired-at-rcmp-officers-on-rural-property-should-get-10-years-crown-argues/wcm/b15cc273-1a8d-4ec6-b541-984c877bb752
https://globalnews.ca/news/7873366/bill-c-10-free-speech-social-media-broadcasting-act/
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/markham-casino-mansion-oiprd-1.6029885
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(TMX) and anti-forestry activism also increased over the past week as court proceedings started for well-known 
activists and law enforcement began enforcing injunctions against activist blockades. 

Protests: 

Over the weekend of 15-16 May, multiple large-scale 
protests were held across Canada, which were primarily 
focused on anti-lockdown activism and the Palestine-Israel 
conflict.  

On 15 May, anti-lockdown campaign groups held their 
second ‘Worldwide Demonstration for Freedom’ to 
oppose covid-19 restrictions. Marches, car caravans, and 
protests were held in most major cities across the country 
including in Vancouver, Toronto, Calgary, and Ottawa.  

Pro-Palestine and pro-Israel solidarity rallies were also held over the weekend amid the ongoing conflict in the 
Middle East. Marches, car caravans, and rallies were held in major cities across Canada. Actions were held in busy 
downtown areas, at government buildings, and at the offices for the Consulate General of Israel. Some of the 
largest of these rallies were held in Toronto and Montreal. In both cities, small subgroups of protesters from both 
the pro-Palestine and pro-Israel factions engaged in verbal and violent confrontations, vandalism, and acts of 
general civil disobedience. Other rallies in Winnipeg and Halifax also experienced some confrontation between 
protest groups, however police were able to prevent any escalation to violence. 

Tangentially, anti-war groups also executed campaigns in relation to the Palestine-Israel conflict. In Ottawa, 
campaigners posted flyers on a sign belonging to defence contractor General Dynamics to demand the company 
end all defence contracts and weapons shipments to Israel and the Middle East. Other groups called on the 
Canadian federal government to enact a moratorium on all military supply contracts and to work with 
International organizations to assist with the negotiation of a ‘cease fire’ between Palestine and Israel. 

Anti-TMX activists with Extinction Rebellion Vancouver blocked construction vehicles in Burnaby, causing delays 
along the construction line. Additionally, campaigners criticized the sentencing of activist Earle Peach, and were 
present to support prominent anti-TMX activists Kanahus and Mayuk Manuel during sentencing for their roles in 
direct actions against the pipeline.  

Seven anti-forestry protesters were also arrested at the Fairy Creek Blockade after RCMP started its enforcement 
of an injunction obtained by Teal Jones. 

Outlook: 

On 22 May, pro-Palestine and pro-Israel campaign organizers have scheduled additional protests, rallies, car 
caravans, and marches in major cities across Canada. It is likely that these events will receive similar support as 
the actions from the week prior. 

On 14-21 June, anti-TMX campaigners will hold a ‘week of action’ against the pipeline project and its insurance 
providers. In preparation for the event, organizers shared a toolkit that listed potential targets including Liberty 
Mutual, Chubb, and AIG. Organizers added that the week of action will likely include a mix of online and in-person 

Figure 2: Past and upcoming protest activity as noted by 
Welund between 13-26 May 2021 
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actions. This and other anti-fossil fuel campaigns will also likely see an increase in activity after a report by the 
International Energy Agency called for a ‘halt’ to any further expansion of the fossil fuel sector. 

On 5 June, the ‘White Lives Matter’ (WLM) movement will hold a third global ‘day of action’. Organizers welcomed 
the 8 May event as a success after the planned rallies experienced little opposition from anti-fascist groups and 
law enforcement. 

 

 

 
Figure 3 Total activist activity in Canada as noted by Welund. 
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Figure 4 Activist activity in Canada by type as noted by Welund 

 

 
Figure 5 Activist activity in Canada by sector as noted by Welund. 
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4. USA 
4.1 COVID UPDATE 
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4.2 COVID-19 USA News  

• U.S. reports fewer than 30,000 cases for five straight days, with the nation averaging 1.8 million daily 
vaccinations 

• Oregonians can go maskless outside, must show proof of vaccination to forgo masks indoors, state says 
• Fauci says public is 'misinterpreting' latest CDC mask guidance 

Dr. Anthony Fauci on Wednesday said many Americans are "misinterpreting" the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention's latest guidance advising that fully vaccinated people no longer needed to wear masks in 
most cases. Fauci told the news organization's co-founder Mike Allen the new federal guidance was "an 
assurance to those who are vaccinated that they can feel safe, be they outdoors or indoors." "I think people 
are misinterpreting, thinking that this is a removal of a mask mandate for everyone. It's not," Fauci said. 

• Employees at plant that ruined millions of J&J Covid vaccine doses failed to shower, change clothes 
• Latin America poised to benefit as U.S. raises exports of COVID-19 shots 
• Big gaps in vaccine rates across the US worry health experts 
• New York reopens. Mask mandate Is lifted for vaccinated people 
• Texas Governor Resists CDC Guidelines, Bans Mask Mandates In Schools 

Gov. Greg Abbott announced Tuesday that public schools can no longer require masks on their campuses 
starting June 5. The decision was part of a new executive order that bans government entities in Texas — like 
cities and counties — from mandating masks in the fight against the coronavirus pandemic. Abbott’s move is 
the latest among similar state bans on local mask mandates, following orders from Republican governors this 
month in Florida and South Carolina. 

• European Union set to allow U.S. travelers as Covid restrictions lift 

4.3  USA Awareness 

• Biden, South Korea's Moon to discuss North Korea, China - White House 
• U.S. Commerce chief holding meetings on chips shortage 

U.S. Commerce Secretary Gina Raimondo said Thursday she held meetings with three dozen senior industry 
leaders on a semiconductor chip shortage and said the United States could help boost transparency in the 
market. Asked if there was any action the Biden administration could take to address short-term auto 
production issues, Raimondo suggested it could help with demand forecasting and address a "lack of 
transparency" around the chips market and various sector needs. 

• Oatly shares surge in U.S. market debut, valuing oatmilk maker at $13 bln 
• Robinhood to allow users to buy into IPOs, ahead of its own market debut 
• U.S. seeks to have cryptocurrency transfers above $10k reported to IRS - Treasury 
• U.S. approves release of oldest Guantanamo prisoner — a 73-year-old man from Pakistan 
• Betsy DeVos must testify in student loan forgiveness lawsuit, judge rules 

Former Education Secretary Betsy DeVos must testify in a class-action lawsuit about her handling of student 
loan forgiveness claims, which involved delays in the administration's decision-making and ultimate denial of 
a significant number of the applications, a federal judge ruled Wednesday. The lawsuit was brought by 
160,000 student loan borrowers who claim they were defrauded by for-profit colleges and applied to the 

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/05/20/covid-19-cases-deaths-vaccinations-daily-update.html?__source=iosappshare%7Ccom.apple.UIKit.activity.CopyToPasteboard
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/05/20/covid-19-cases-deaths-vaccinations-daily-update.html?__source=iosappshare%7Ccom.apple.UIKit.activity.CopyToPasteboard
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2021/05/oregonians-can-go-maskless-outside-must-be-fully-vaccinated-to-forgo-masks-indoors-state-says.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/fauci-says-public-misinterpreting-latest-cdc-mask-guidance-n1268000
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/05/19/employees-at-plant-that-ruined-millions-of-jj-covid-vaccine-doses-failed-to-shower-change-clothes.html?utm_term=Autofeed&utm_medium=Social&utm_content=Main&utm_source=Twitter#Echobox=1621435031
https://www.reuters.com/world/americas/exclusive-latin-america-poised-benefit-us-raises-exports-covid-19-shots-sources-2021-05-20/
https://apnews.com/article/vt-state-wire-coronavirus-pandemic-health-bfa2dd39d1117a729542cf094504ca56
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-york-is-reopening-today-face-mask-mandate-is-lifted-for-vaccinated-people-11621439426#:%7E:text=Gov.%20Andrew%20Cuomo%20said%20Monday,or%20outdoors%2C%20with%20some%20exceptions.
https://khn.org/morning-breakout/texas-governor-resists-cdc-guidelines-bans-mask-mandates-in-schools/
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/european-union-set-allow-u-s-travelers-covid-restrictions-lift-n1267913
https://www.reuters.com/world/china/biden-south-koreas-moon-discuss-north-korea-china-white-house-2021-05-20/
https://www.reuters.com/business/autos-transportation/us-commerce-chief-holding-meetings-chips-shortage-sources-2021-05-20/
https://www.reuters.com/business/oprah-backed-oatly-valued-13-bln-us-debut-2021-05-20/
https://www.reuters.com/technology/robinhood-allow-users-buy-into-ipos-2021-05-20/
https://www.reuters.com/technology/us-seeks-have-cryptocurrency-transfers-above-10k-reported-irs-treasury-2021-05-20/
https://www.dawn.com/news/1624317/us-approves-release-of-oldest-guantanamo-prisoner-a-73-year-old-man-from-pakistan
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/betsy-devos-must-testify-student-loan-forgiveness-lawsuit-judge-rules-n1268011
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Department of Education for student loan forgiveness. The department, however, implemented a 18-month 
halt to issuing final decisions, and once it began making them again, denial letters went out at an “alarming 
rate,” the judge wrote. 

• Ronald Greene: Bodycam footage shows violent arrest of unarmed black man in US who died in custody 
• The death of a 17-year-old Asian American in her Colorado home is now being investigated as a hate crime 
• US jobless claims fall again as some states end federal aid 

 
4.4  USA – Political Extremism, Civil Unrest and Activism (Provided by Welund)  

 During the week of 13-20 May, the majority of activist activity 
in the US noted by Welund took place in the government sector 
(79%), followed by oil and gas (6%) and finance (4%). Protests 
made up most activity (71%), followed by marches (5%), car 
caravans (5%) and webinars (4%).  

There was a focus on wrapping up activities related to company’s shareholder meetings. Blackrock was a large 
focus of activist campaigns during the meetings.  

Protests: As US vaccinations against covid-19 
increase and society reopens, Welund’s analysts 
have noted that activists are increasingly 
returning to in-person actions. Organizers 
continue to emphasize physical distancing and 
mask-wearing adaptations to protests. New 
York, California, and Pennsylvania saw the most 
protests this week.  

Welund observed an increase in solidarity 
protests and actions with activists in Colombia. 
On 15 May, activists in Seattle held ‘autonomous actions’ in 
solidarity.  

Analysts also noted continued pro-Israel and pro-Palestine protests across the US in relation to the ongoing 
conflict in the region. 

On 18 May, Appalachians Against Pipelines held a direct action protest near Pembroke, Virginia to oppose against 
the Mountain Valley Pipeline. An activist sat inside a vehicle that was “broken down” on an access road to the 
MVP.  

On 12 and 13 May, there were protests against Line 5 to ‘evict’ Enbridge in Michigan. Anti-Line 5 campaigners 
gathered at Line 5 transfer sites of the Mackinac Straits to “show solidarity in support of Tribal Leaders and State 
Officials protecting the Great Lakes” in Mackinaw and St. Ignace. 13 May was the deadline that Governor Whitmer 
gave Enbridge to shut down its pipelines.  

 

Past (grey) and upcoming (red) protest activity as 
noted by Welund between 6-19 May. 

 

https://news.sky.com/story/ronald-greene-bodycam-footage-shows-us-police-attacking-unarmed-black-man-who-died-in-custody-12311670
https://www.cnn.com/2021/05/20/us/colorado-asian-american-hate-crime/index.html
https://apnews.com/article/jobless-claims-pandemics-health-coronavirus-pandemic-business-e2c64443a924bcaa428bb3a9b36a71a2?utm_medium=AP&utm_campaign=SocialFlow&utm_source=Twitter&s=09
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Outlook: 

On 5-8 June, anti-Line 3 campaigners will attend a ‘treaty people 
gathering’ in Northern Minnesota. Attendees will “gather in Northern 
Minnesota to put our bodies on the line, to stop construction and tell the 
world that the days of tar sands pipelines are over.” Activists from across 
the US are organizing travel to attend the event.  

On 5 June, White Lives Matter (WLM) organizers will hold another day of 
action after welcoming the what it claimed was the success of its 8 May 
event. 

Welund expects to see continued Black Lives Matter-related activism leading up to the anniversary of George 
Floyd’s death on 25 May and Derek Chauvin’s sentencing in June. 

 

 

 
Figure 6 Total activist activity in the US as noted by Welund. 
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The perceived success of the 
second event has increased 
confidence within the WLM 
movement. The lack of arrests 
and limited counter-protests has 
provided organizers with a 
foundation for successful tactics, 
techniques, and strategies, to be 
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Figure 7 Activist activity in the US by industry as noted by Welund 

 
Figure 8 Activist activity in the US by type as noted by Welund. 
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End of Report 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please submit feedback to: 

 

Scott McGregor, CD, BCom 
Head of Intelligence 

Paladin Risk Solutions Inc.  
Mobile: 604-910-7781  

smcgregor@paladinrisksolutions.com  

mailto:smcgregor@paladinrisksolutions.com
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5. PALADIN RISK SOLUTIONS - SERVICES 
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